
Apply to joints to adjoining walls and floors ... ... and glue on niche cover as required ... ... press on, done!

wedi Sanwell wall element
Extremely robust, with integrated niche

The sturdy wall element with integrated niche is ideal for use as a shower partition wall, can 

be installed particularly easily and can then be directly tiled. Here, both the overall size and 

the niche size in the wedi Sanwell wall element can be individually customised. 

10-year warranty for all 
wedi customers on the entire 
price list range from wedi



Products used

  wedi Sanwell wall element  as a free-standing,  

sturdy partition wall with niche solution

   wedi Sanoasa corner seat  space-saving seating

   wedi building boards  for the cladding of adjoining areas

  wedi 610  adhesive and sealant for the watertight 

adhesion of joints

 wedi Tools reinforcement tape  for reinforcing joints
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wedi Sanwell wall elements  Partition walls with niche

Complete one-part wall element incl. niche and recesses for individual niche division

Description Wall element: 
Length × Width × Thickness

Niche: 
Length × Width × Depth

Packing unit Order no.

wedi Sanwell wall element XL, with niche 30/60 2500 ×  900 × 100 mm 334 × 634 × 90 mm 1 piece 04-17-01/100

wedi Sanwell wall element XXL, with niche 30/60 2500 × 1200 × 100 mm 334 × 634 × 90 mm 1 piece 04-17-01/101
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Your specialist retailer:

The Sanwell wall element with a width of 900 mm or 

1200 mm incl. niche installed in the factory is perfect for 

use as a free-standing wall. 

Because it is made from waterproof polystyrene rigid 

foam, it is perfect for use as a shower partition wall, 

for example. Laborious construction and sealing is no 

longer required.

Free-standing partition wall

Please think of the necessary accessories:

wedi 610, adhesive sealant wedi Tools, joint reinforcement tape, self-adhesive

  Further product information as well as all article data you can find in the current 

wedi price list and at www.wedi.eu


